Von uses his professional performing and teaching skills to paint a living picture of his struggle to overcome the “stain of mediocrity,” while functioning in American and world society.

“Enough to kill a man.”

“Unraveling the Confusion”

Featuring: Von H. Washington, Ph.D.

With script in hand, and memories of days gone by, Von H. Washington, Sr., an experienced theatre professional, moves about the stage with purpose reliving his work with characters he has portrayed and scripts he has directed and written, for more than forty years. As he lays down the framework of his presentation, he recites the lines of famous characters such as, Othello, Troy Maxson, Macbeth and Purlie Victorious Judson, his favorite. He also reminds himself and his audience of the challenges associated with transferring the written-word to the spoken-word, while drawing attention to the complexities of life that he discovered in his work.